1. Midfield Satellite Concourse Construction Update
   - Final finishes are being installed throughout the Midfield Satellite Concourse, including hold room furniture and gate counters throughout the concourse, as well as the first self-boarding reader at future Gate 208
   - The Ramp Control Tower is also near completion with equipment installation for operations to start conducting training in the tower in the coming months
2. CTA Roadways: Center Way Closure

- The Automated People Mover project has closed Center Way between West Way and Theme Way (west of Parking Structure 2A exit) continuously through August 1, 2020
- This is in addition to the continuous closure of Theme Way from World Way North to Center Way through April 2022
- Flaggers and detour signage will be in place to maintain all Central Terminal Area traffic

Theme Way and a portion of Center Way are closed; traffic is detoured and flaggers are present
3. Delta Hangar: Structural Steel Demolition Update

- The Automated People Mover project is demolishing the structural steel on the old Delta Hangar off Century Boulevard
- Demolition began last week and is scheduled to be complete by the end of this week – see below for progress photos and the difference one week makes